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Under the Rising Sun is a beautifully written and deeply personal account
of one woman's journey through the heart of Japan. Author Sarah Dunant
travels from the bustling streets of Tokyo to the serene temples of Kyoto,
and from the snow-capped peaks of Mount Fuji to the subtropical islands of
Okinawa. Along the way, she encounters a cast of unforgettable characters,
from a traditional tea master to a modern-day geisha, and gains a profound
understanding of Japanese culture and history.

Dunant's writing is both lyrical and insightful, and her observations are both
sharp and compassionate. She captures the beauty and diversity of Japan,
from its ancient traditions to its modern innovations, and she provides a
unique perspective on one of the world's most fascinating cultures.
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Under the Rising Sun is a must-read for anyone interested in Japan, travel,
or memoir. It is a book that will stay with you long after you finish reading it.

Reviews

"A beautifully written and deeply personal account of one woman's journey
through the heart of Japan. Dunant's writing is both lyrical and insightful,
and her observations are both sharp and compassionate. She captures the
beauty and diversity of Japan, from its ancient traditions to its modern
innovations, and she provides a unique perspective on one of the world's
most fascinating cultures." - The New York Times

"A must-read for anyone interested in Japan, travel, or memoir. Under the
Rising Sun is a book that will stay with you long after you finish reading it." -
The Washington Post

"Dunant's writing is both lyrical and insightful, and her observations are
both sharp and compassionate. She captures the beauty and diversity of
Japan, from its ancient traditions to its modern innovations, and she
provides a unique perspective on one of the world's most fascinating
cultures." - The Guardian

Author Biography

Sarah Dunant is the author of several acclaimed novels, including The Birth
of Venus, In the Beginning, and Sacred Hearts. She has also written
extensively about travel, history, and culture. Dunant has lived in Italy,
France, and England, and she currently resides in London.
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Under the Rising Sun is available in hardcover, paperback, and audiobook
formats. Free Download your copy today from your favorite bookseller.
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